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The forest garden of the Argonne elementary school
a space for food production and cross-curricular teaching

Agroforestry is a farming 
system that has been widely 

practised for thousands of years in the 
intertropical belt, for example in agroforests, 

home gardens or in traditional oasis. 

The vast majority of forest species are perennial, 
which distinguishes them from annual, non-perennial 

agriculture. In temperate countries, agroforestry has yet to 
be reinvented and the first forest garden in the northern 
hemisphere dates only from the 1960s in England. In 
France, the history of forest gardens is so recent that it 

is a blank page. The pupils trace the origin of forest 
gardens and study an area and its inhabitants 

who practice this food production 
technique.

The Argonne elementary school in the Meuse area of France is the first school in the country 
to plant a forest garden. During two days in December 2019, 38 pupils accompanied by 
their teachers and volunteers from Forêt Gourmande studied, understood and planted their 
forest garden.

SUBJECTS INVOLVED

Hi
sto

ry 
& Geography

The pupils draw up a 
scale plan of the area to be 

planted.

 The study of spatial geometry and the 
rules of proportionality makes it possible 

to evaluate the number of plants required 
and to establish a planting scheme 
taking into account the size of the 
plants at maturity and their light 

requirements.

Maths

The themes of trees and 
forest in classical french 

literature are explored through 
the study of books like Jean 

Giono’s “L’homme qui plantait 
des arbres”.

French

The pupils study the 
symbiotic and mutually 
beneficial relationship 

in an ecosystem. They also 
observe mycelium and the 

diversity of micro-organisms 
living in forest soil with a 

microscope.

Biology

The aim for the pupils is also to pass on the theoretical and practical basics to all their 
fellow pupils. The two days, in addition to the planting, were interspersed with 12 
different workshops spread throughout the school in order to create a new educational 
experience for the pupils in the form of a living and participatory village.

Examples of workshops:
 + Discovery and inventory of wild plants and trees already on site
 + Braiding of living basket willows to shade young plants
 + Planting, mulching and protecting trees - reuse of oyster bags
 + Microscopic study of forest yeast and bacteria
 + Cooking and tasting Chinese yam cake
 + Tree seed sowing workshop: how to start a micro-nursery
 + Study of «Autocad» software, a landscape design tool
 + Plant and tree drawing workshop
 + Establishment of a roadmap to anticipate small-scale management work in 

the forest garden
 + Creation of a labelling system for young plants
 + Workshop on a documentary project. Interviews. Filming of illustration 

footage.
 + Debriefing and sharing of feelings about the two days. Collection of 

comments. Writing of a guestbook.

CREATING THE FOREST GARDEN


